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Born and raised in Germany, Agnes Kohlmeyer studied art history, philosophy and Slavic languages and literature at 
the FU Berlin. She soon and consciously chose the career of a curator. She has lived in Venice since 1984, while 
maintaining a close connection to her second hometown, Berlin. After work experience in Berlin and Milan in the fields
of publishing and exhibitions, she had her first important collaboration with Swedish curator Pontus Hultén in 1986, 
then artistic director of Palazzo Grassi (Effetto Arcimboldo, Jean Tinguely, the Phoenicians, Italian art of the 1900s). 
After that, she was European director of CONTEMPORANEA, International Art Magazine (Venice/New York), and – 
since then always independently – curator of numerous exhibitions around the world. Other decisive moments in her 
career were the collaboration with Harald Szeemann for the 1999 Biennale – the first edition also held in Venice’s 
Arsenale - and the direction of Kunstverein Ludwigsburg between 2000 and 2003 with 22 international exhibitions. 
Worth mentioning is also Artedomani 3 (Spoleto, 2002); Artisti dal Veneto, Kunstverein Marburg (1992); Mario Merz 
at the Galleria Civica (Trento, 1995); Arnold Schönberg, travelling multimedia exhibition (1995-1997); Water in 
Contemporary art (Vienna 1996); Bauhaus 1919-1933 with M. De Michelis (Milan 1996); Windows 
(Hangzhou/Venice/Berlin/New York, 1996-1997); The Edge of Awareness (Geneva/New York/Sao Paulo/New 
Delhi/Milan, 1997-1999) as catalogue curator; Petra Peter (Naples, 1999 and Siena, 2000); Luisa Lambri, 
(Ludwigsburg/Guarene d’Alba, 2000); Chairs in Contemporary Art (Udine, 2001); Avish Khebrehzadeh, (Ludwigsburg/
Rome, 2001); Alfredo Romano (Siracusa, 2002); Exempla 2, (Teramo, 2002); Senza Posa-Chemollo/Orsenigo at 
Palazzo Fortuny (Venice, 2004); Wolfgang (Lobo) Scholz at the Museo del Chopo (Mexico City, 2005); Transparency 
at the Frauenmuseum (Bonn, 2005); the long collaboration with the first Chinese national pavillion at the Biennale 
(Venice, 2005); La Strada (Fuori Uso) (Pescara, 2005-2006); Art in Movement at the Kunstverein Ludwigsburg (2006);
various collaborations with FRAME in Finland, and finally the important exhibition Borders & Beyond at the Taidehalli
(Helsinki, 2009); The Swimmer-Roma Tearne at Palazzo Zenobio (during the Venice Biennale 2011), Inner Landscape-
João Tabarra, Fundação Gulbenkian, Lisbon, - and many more. A consistent part of her professional life, beginning in 
2003, has been her work as a professor of Contemporary art in theory and practice at the Faculty of Design and Arts 
(today Culture del Progetto) at the IUAV University of Venice, where she has directed the final Workshop of Arts since
2009. 
Writing, travelling, observing and taking photographs – “wandering-wondering” is the central motif of her life.

Born  in  Milwaukee,  Wisconsin  USA,  sculptor  and  installation  artist Liz  Bachhuber studied  at  the  University  of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee,  1976  BFA;  1979  MA;  and  from  1979-83  at  the  Kunstakademie  in  Düsseldorf  on  a
Fulbright/DAAD grant, earning the title Meisterschülerin in 1983-84. From 1981-87 she was a founding member of the
studio  cooperative Ratherstrasse  25 in  Düsseldorf,  where  she  concentrated  on sculpture  and  large-scale  installation
work. In 1984 she spent a year working in Rome through a travel grant from the Kunstakademie Düsseldorf. The same
year she received  a Kunstfonds e.V.  grant  to work.  In  1988 she won the Emerging Artist  Award from the City of
Düsseldorf. From 1987 to 1989 she was a resident of the National Studio Program at PS 1. In 1990-1991 she held a
grant  to  work  from  the  National  Endowment  for  the  Arts,  USA.  After  a  guest  professorship  in  1992  at
the Kunstakademie Münster, she was hired as a founding member of the Faculty of Art and Design at the Bauhaus-
Universität, Weimar starting in 1993 until 2018. With the support of the DAAD she founded the English-language,
international  MFA-Program  Public Art and New Artistic Strategies in 2001, which she headed up until  2011. Her
research interests and artistic practice at the university focused on the environment with a particular emphasis on the
value of used material and the global implications of unbridled consumerism. She has a long history, in the tradition of
the Bauhaus, of working at the intersection of art and science. She spearheaded a long-running collaboration between
artists and water and waste disposal experts with excursions to Bangladesh and the Mexican/USA border at Tijuana/San
Diego. Additionally, since 1980, she has shown her work in the public realm and in solo and group exhibitions in
galleries,  museums, Kunstvereine and alternative spaces in Europe, the Americas and Asia.  Recent solo exhibitions
include:  Stadtraumboxen at  the  Stadttheater  (Erfurt,  2020);  School’s  Out! at  the  ACC  Galerie,  (Weimar,  2019);
Vernestung at the Frommanscher Skulpturen Garten (Jena, 2014);  LA Artcore at the Brewery Annex (Los Angeles).
Group exhibitions include: Kunstverein Jena (2020); bauhausFRAUEN at the Kunsthalle Erfurt (2019); Insekten at the
Kunsthaus Steffisburg (Switzerland);  Reassessing Material  at the Khulna University of Engineering & Technology
(Bangladesh); at the Sala 1 – Centro Internazionale d’Arte Contemporanea (Rome); at the Sala d’Exposicions, Facultat
de Belles Arts, University of Barcelona (2018); and Tunnel Below / Skyjacking Above: Deconstructing the Border at the
nGbK (Berlin, 2017). Liz Bachhuber currently lives and works in Berlin and Weimar.



http://liz-bachhuber.com

Mauro Perosin is a curator and art historian. He obtained a PhD in History of the Arts (Ca’Foscari-IUAV universities’ 
doctorate school, Venice 2015), with a dissertation on the necessity to investigate the function of archives and 
photography in art as a strategy by the Venice Biennale after World War 2. Since 2013, he has assisted the 
professorship of History of contemporary arts of the University of the Republic of San Marino, and for several years he 
has held the same position at the IUAV University of Venice. In 2015 he was the recepient of a Library Research Grant 
at the Getty Research Institute in Los Angeles, with a project dedicated to the genesis of some of Harald Szeeman’s 
exhibitions. He participated to the project of reorganisation of the funds of the Historical Archive of Contemporary Arts
of Venice’s Biennale and, between 2013 and 2015, for the same institution, he collaborated in the realisation of several 
exhibitions, the aim of which was the valorisation of the ASAC collections. His main research focuses are the history of
visual culture and contamination between the arts, art in the 20th Century, and the history of exhibitions and 
installations. He collaborated with several curatorial projects, among which: the first pavilion of the People’s Republic 
of China at the 51st Venice Biennale in 2005; The Souls or much Transportation of Souls, within Manifesta7 (Trento, 
2007); Spinoza Mondial Reading Performance by Dutch artist Job Koelewijn (Venice, 2008); the exhibition The 
Swimmer. A true Story by artist Roma Tearne (Venice, 2011). In 2011, to celebrate the twentieth anniversary of the 
social cooperative l’Incontro di Castelfranco Veneto, he conceived the exhibition Lampi di Luce: L’incontro in mostra. 
Between 2016 and 2017 he was the assistant of artist Lawrence Carroll and collaborated with the Vincenzo Vela of 
Ligornetto Museum on the exhibition I Have Longed to Move Away. Lawrence Carroll - Works 1985-2017. He also 
created the audio-visual project on the landscape Natura silente, which involved musicians Riccardo Romano and 
Diego Carrer, and actress Linda Canciani. In 2019, for the Academia dei Rinnovati of Asolo, Italy, he was art director 
of the festival Nei giardini del silenzio. Percorso sentimentale ed estetico di storia, voci, musica e arti and of the 
exhibition Nuda Veritas: percorsi d’ispirazione dai Giardini del silenzio, with works by Marcela Cernadas, Ji Su Kang 
Gatto, Giovanni Casellato, Gian Luca Eulisse, Abscience, Kosmos-76 and Riccardo Romano. Since 2016 he has been 
teaching Art and images at a local junior high school.

Nuvola Ravera is an artist and researcher. She undertook a diverse path, ranging from the study of artistic disciplines to
anthropology, psychology and pedagogy.  She has studied at  the Accademia di  Belle Arti  in Genoa,  contemporary
photography at the Cfp Bauer in Milan, Cinema and video at the Accademia di Belle Arti in Brera, Milan and at the
Kunsthochschule in Leipzig. She is currently enrolled in the Free school of philosophy in Triest. She has spent the last
years in Venice, where she took up the artistic residency at the BLM Foundation between 2016 and 2017. In 2020, at
the Visual arts department of the IUAV University, she wrote the dissertation Fake it until you make it, about artistic
and clinical spaces. The conclusion of this process focused on a hypothesis of “environmental therapy”. Recently, she
presented the project  Soap Opera, a construction made out of soap which is washed away after every exhibition as a
performative gesture to rediscuss the concepts of hygiene, care and heritage; this was realised in collaboration with
architect Giuseppe Ricupero and won the Combat Prize for sculpture and the MIbact/Siae “Sillumina” prize (2017). She
worked as a contemporary art, design and architecture photographer during her studies and development of her own
personal research. In their production and exhibition, she assited and collaborated with several artists, among which:
Armin  Linke,  Bouchra  Khalili,  Enli  Zhang  and  Giorgio  Andreotta  Calò.  She  explored  the  field  of  ethno-clinical
mediation at the center for studies in Sagara (Pisa, Italy) which focuses on the field of health and cultural research,
updating the therapeutic processes of different cultures in a trans-territorial discourse. Elaborating the model of clinical
mediation, she attempted to apply the artistic practice as an exercise field for mediation, to reconfigure the practices of
alienation and dominion to which we are subjected on a both intimate and global level. By embodying the role of a
mediator, she handled works, materials, elements and artist spaces as living organisms, each with their own balances,
disharmonies and qualities both pacific and violent, able to relate to other organisms, made up of “audiences”, whether
human or not. She exhibited in and collaborated with several  institutions: the Sandretto Redebaudengo foundation;
Macro  –  Rome;  Transmediale  Berlin;  Contemporary  Art  Museum Villa  Croce  –  Genoa;  Museo del  Novecento  –
Naples; World Social Forum – Tunis; Ex Lanificio in Naples; Museo di Aveiro; Atelierhaus Salzamt – Linz; Fabbrica
del  Vapore  –  Milan;  Fattori  Museum  –  Livorno;  Pistoletto  Foundation  –  Biella;  Biennale  di  Venezia.  She  was
nominated by the Artribune magazine as Italy’s best young artist in 2017.
https://www.nuvolaravera.it

Dan Harvey, of  Ackroyd&Harvey, has exhibited extensively in contemporary art galleries, museums, public spaces
and  sites  of  special  interest  internationally.  The  artists  give  high  profile  keynotes  and  public  presentations  and
contribute  writings  and  photographs  to  books  and  journals.  Their  multi-disciplinary  work  intersects  art,  activism,
architecture, biology, ecology and history, and references memory and time, nature and culture. Anthropogenic climate
change and biosphere degradation are key subjects in their practice interfacing their profound interest in local ecologies
and global environmental concerns. Processes of germination, growth and decay (organic and inorganic), erosion and

https://www.ackroydandharvey.com/
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deposition, feature in artworks that often evolve through extended research in response to people and place, interfacing
their profound interest in local ecologies and planetary concerns with socio-political paradigms. In their multi-award
winning photographic work, blades of seedling grass provide a highly light-sensitive surface that the artists use to create
a unique form of photography, imprinting complex images in the living material through the controlled production of
chlorophyll. They have received the Royal Academy Rose Award, Wu Guanzhong Prize for Art & Innovation, NESTA
Pioneer  Award,  Wellcome Trust  Sci-Art  Award,  and  exhibited  worldwide  including  the  Spencer  Museum of  Art,
Kansas; WOMADelaide, Australia; Le Centquatre-Paris, France; Festival Images, Switzerland; Hangar Bicocca, Milan,
Italy;  Void,  Derry,  N.  Ireland;  Isabella  Stewart  Gardner  Museum,  Boston,  USA; Mostra  SESC des  Artes,  Brazil;
Chicago Public Arts Program, USA; Rice Gallery, Houston, USA. Equally renowned for their monumental architectural
interventions,  Ackroyd  &  Harvey  act  upon  iconic  or  heritage  buildings  with  living  plant  material,  intercepting
perceptions of place and landscape. Commissions include the ARoS Triennial, Aarhus Art Museum, Denmark; Royal
National Theatre, London; Dilston Grove, London, UK; 9th Sculpture Quadrennial, Riga, Latvia; Wellington Festival of
Arts,  New Zealand;  Theaterhaus  Gessnerallee,  Zurich,  Switzerland.  They have  been recipients  of  major  public  art
awards including a  major public art commission History Trees for the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park, London, where a
series of individual sculptures comprising semi-mature trees holding six meter diameter engraved rings mark ten of the
major  entrances  into  the  park.  Beuys’  Acorns  is  an  ongoing  research  work  initiated  by the  artists  in  2007.  They
germinated and grew hundreds of oak trees from acorns collected from Joseph Beuys’s seminal artwork “7000 Oaks”.
The initial research phase (2007-2017) focused on Beuys’ statement that all towns and cities should become ‘forest-
like’,  and culminated in a six city road tour across France and formed the inspiration to a large-scale intervention,
Radical Action Reaction,premiering early December 2015 at the Jardin des Plantes in Paris during the United Nations
Conference  of  All  Parties  on Climate  Change,  COP21.  In 2019,  Ackroyd & Harvey  co-founded Culture Declares
Emergency in response to the climate and ecological emergency. 
ackroydandharvey.com
culturedeclares.org
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